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Abstract

We examine the merger incentives of two suppliers selling consumer goods to a common

retailer. Wholesale prices are negotiated bilaterally and a share of consumers prefers one-

stop shopping that induces positive demand externalities. We show that an upstream merger

becomes more likely if the share of one-stop shoppers increases and retailer�s bargaining power

is su¢ ciently low. Our �ndings provide a new mechanism through which increasing buyer

power may have adverse e¤ects on social welfare, as buyer power makes desirable supplier

mergers less likely. We also show that a retailer has incentives to take actions in favor of

one-stop shoppers in order to trigger an upstream merger which is bene�cial to both the

retailer and consumers.
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1 Introduction

Time has become more and more scarce due to increasing requirements in professional life and a

higher valuation of time-consuming spare-time activities. Therefore, consumers increasingly pre-

fer to combine the purchase of di¤erent products in order to reduce the number of shopping trips

or more generally their shopping time.1 As a consequence, a one-stop shopper�s buying decision

depends on her expenses for her entire shopping basket rather than on individual product prices.

This causes positive demand externalities between products at a single retail outlet (see Beggs

1994) such that one-stop shopping behavior a¤ects business conduct and market performance in

the retail industry. Retailers have responded to the increasing role of one-stop shopping behavior

by expanding their assortments in order to allow for purchasing goods from di¤erent categories

under one roof. At the same time, retail concentration has risen sharply in many countries

so that buyer power of large retail chains has become a concern in competition policy (see EU

1999). The overall presumption is that retail concentration together with consumers�preferences

for one-stop shopping adversely a¤ects suppliers: More powerful retailers will squeeze suppliers

who �nd it harder to revert to alternative retailers because of the increasing retail concentration

and consumers�one-stop shopping preferences.

Against this background, we investigate how both increasing retailer buyer power and the

shift in consumers�behavior towards one-stop shopping in�uence the supplier-retailer bargaining

relationship. In particular, we examine incentives of upstream suppliers in vertically related in-

dustries as a possible way of countering the increasing buyer power of retailers. More precisely,

we consider two suppliers selling their goods to a common retailer with whom they simulta-

neously negotiate over the wholesale price. O¤ering both goods in downstream markets, the

retailer faces two di¤erent consumer types: single and one-stop shoppers. While the single shop-

per buys only one of both goods, the one-stop shopper bundles the purchase of both goods. We

show that an upstream merger becomes more likely if the share of one-stop shoppers increases.

This comes due to the fact that upstream suppliers internalize the positive demand externalities

caused by consumers�one-stop shopping behavior when they are merged. Furthermore, we �nd

that suppliers are better o¤ by merging their businesses if the retailer has a su¢ ciently weak

1According to a survey of the UK Competition Commission (2000), roughly 70% of consumers reveal strong

preferences for one-stop shopping.
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bargaining position. However, suppliers counter the increase in the retailer�s bargaining power

by negotiating separately. That is, the sum of each supplier�s marginal contribution is higher

than the total pro�t due to positive demand externalities. Moreover, merger incentives are more

pronounced if bargaining in intermediate good markets takes place sequentially and if the retailer

has a high level of buyer power. In our setting, mergers always lead to lower wholesale prices and

thus lower retail prices, which makes them always socially bene�cial. This result is driven by

the fact that the merged supplier internalizes the adverse pricing externalities usually associated

with the pricing of complements. As a consequence, wholesale prices are decreasing. Accord-

ingly, our results have implications for the assessment of retailer buyer power in competition

policy. Increasing retailer bargaining power increases suppliers�incentives to stay independent

which is clearly detrimental to welfare. Finally, we examine the retailer�s strategic incentive to

make one-stop shopping more attractive to consumers. The retailer can induce her suppliers to

merge by favoring one-stop shoppers and thus increasing the positive demand externality. This

can even result in excessive overinvestment. Interestingly, this incentive becomes larger when

the retailer�s bargaining power increases.

By taking the supplier-retailer relationship explicitly into the analysis, we extend the existing

literature on one-stop shopping and pricing externalities. One-stop shopping has been widely

explored in the marketing literature (e.g., Ingene and Ghosh, 1990, Messinger and Narasimhan,

1997, Bawa and Ghosh, 1999). In economics, Stahl (1982) is an early account of consumers�

shopping behavior and the therewith-associated feature of positive demand externalities.2 In

the same vein, Beggs (1994) shows why independent retail �rms are likely better o¤ by forming

a mall instead of merging to a superstore. Since independent retail �rms in a mall do not

take into account the e¤ect their own prices have on the other suppliers leading to higher

prices. However, if retailers merge to a common superstore, they internalize the cross-price

e¤ects and thus prices are decreasing. This makes competition more intensive. In particular

when considering downstream competition. Thus the lack of coordination between independent

suppliers is a commitment device for a high price level which results in higher pro�ts. So far, the

literature on one-stop shopping behavior seems to neglect the impact of pricing externalities on

upstream suppliers. We also contribute to the relatively sparse literature on horizontal mergers.in

2For a review see Stahl (1987).
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vertically related industries, whereas mainly merger incentives at the retail level are considered

(e.g., von Ungern-Sternberg, 1996, Dobson and Waterson, 1997). Our paper, however, examines

merger incentives at the upstream level.By this, it combines two opposing views on suppliers�

merger incentives when their products are complements in a single model. Since Cournot (1838)

it is well known that �rms have strong incentives to merge whenever products are complements

3 In contrast, Horn and Wolinsky (1988a) show that the complementary of products gives rise

to incentives to stay independent in order to extract more rents from a common retailer.4 In

our model we obtain the former result whenever consumers�preferences for one-stop shopping

are relatively high and the retailer�s bargaining is relatively low. If, however, the retailer�s

bargaining power increases we obtain the latter result of Horn and Wolinsky (1988a) such that

suppliers prefer to stay independent. Showing that buyer power ambiguously a¤ects upstream

merger incentives and thus social welfare, our paper is also related to the increasing literature

on buyer power. For a recent overview of this literature see Inderst and Mazzarotto (2006).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the model is speci�ed. The

game is solved in Section 3. Merger incentives for linear contracts are examined in Section 4. In

Section 5, we examine two extensions of our model; namely, retailer�s investment incentives to

attract more one-stop shoppers (Section 5.1) and sequential bargaining (Section 5.2). Finally,

Section 6 discusses implications for competition policy and concludes.

2 The Model

We consider a vertical structure with two suppliers and one retailer R. Each supplier, Si,

produces a single product i = 1; 2. The retailer bears no other costs than those for buying

goods from the suppliers. We suppose that the retailer�s buying department bargains with

each supplier separately over a wholesale wi while it retains the right to manage the size of its

ordering. Negotiations in retailer-supplier pairs proceed simultaneously. When negotiations are

(successfully) completed, then the retailer sets shop prices and serves the realized demand by

3Sonnenschein (1968) showed that the results concerning quantity competition with perfect substitutes also

hold for price competition with perfect complements.

4This result is also obtained in Horn and Wolinsky (1988b) for the case of competing supply chains when input

prices are linear.
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making corresponding orders. As we focus on the negotiation outcomes we abstract from any

kind of production and distribution costs; this is, we set all marginal costs as well as �xed costs

to zero.

Consumers�willingness to pay per unit of each good i is normalized to unity. We distinguish

two di¤erent types of consumers: Firstly, single item shoppers (in short: single shoppers), who

buy one unit of good i, and secondly, one-stop shoppers, who prefer to bundle their purchases

and thus demand one unit of each good 1 and 2 per shopping trip. Both types of consumers,

single shoppers and one-stop shoppers, are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the unit

interval (the Hotelling line), while the retailer is located at ´the point 0. One-stop shoppers�

share in total demand refers to � and single shoppers�share to 1� �.

Consumer Demand. For each shopping trip consumers are supposed to incur shopping

costs. We assume that single and one-stop shoppers incur the same cost per trip, though single

shoppers buy only one good and one-stop shoppers prefer to buy both goods. We can think of

a multi-person household like a classical family: One family member is responsible for shopping

and thus bundles all required purchases in a single trip instead of all individual family members

making purchases by their own. Given these assumptions on consumer behavior, the utility of

a single shopper located at �si 2 [0; 1] refers to5

U si (�) =

8<: 1� pi � �si t if good i is bought

0 otherwise,
(1)

where pi indicates the price of good i set by the retailer and t indicates the transportation costs.

Correspondingly, the utility of the one-stop shopper - located at �o 2 [0; 1] - is given by

Uo (�) =

8>>>><>>>>:
2�

2P
i=1
pi � �ot if goods i and j are bought

1� pi � �ot if only one good i is bought

0 otherwise,

(2)

for i = 1; 2. That is, by bundling the purchases of good 1 and 2 the one-stop shopper saves

transportation costs t. Solving (1) for �si , the location for the indi¤erent single shopper is given

by

�si (pi; t) =
1� pi
t

if pi � 1: (3)

5For simplicity, we omit the arguments of the function when it does not cause any confusion.
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The single shopper demand is then

qsi (pi; �) =

8>>><>>>:
1 if pi � 1� t

�si (�) if 1 > pi � 1� t

0 if pi � 1.

(4)

We get the location of the indi¤erent one-stop shopper as

�o (pi; pj;t) =
1

t

 
2�

2X
i=1

pi

!
if pi; pj � 1. (5)

Accordingly, for interior solution it always holds that �o (�) > �si (�). The demand of the one-stop

shopper for product i depends on the price of product j (j 6= i). If pj � 1, the demand for

product i is

qoi (pi; pj ; �) =

8>>><>>>:
1 if pi + pj � 2� t and pi < 1

�o (�) if 2 > pi + pj � 2� t and pi; pj < 1

0 if pi + pj � 2 and pi > 1,

(6)

with i = 1; 2 and i 6= j. However if pi � 1 and pj � 1, we get

b�o (pi; t) = 1� pi
t

, (7)

for i; j = 1; 2 and i 6= j. Thus, if one product of the shopping basket is not available at the

retail outlet, the one-stop shopper still buys the other good included in her shopping basket. If

pj > 1, the demand of the one-stop shopper for product i is given by

bqoi (pi; �) =
8>>><>>>:
1 if pi � 1� tb�o (�) if 1 > pi � 1� t

0 if pi � 1:

(8)

Note that an increase of one-stop shoppers implies a shift of the relevant demand functions since

one-stop shopping lowers consumers� transportation costs. Consequently, one-stop shopping

induces positive demand externalities. For su¢ ciently high shopping costs or relatively high

downstream prices there exist interior solutions for both the indi¤erent single and one-stop

shopper, i.e. �o; �si < 1. If prices or shopping costs are decreasing, the constraint of �
o; �si � 1 is

�rst binding for one-stop shoppers. That is, �o becomes one, while for �si interior solution still

holds.
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Bargaining. Before suppliers enter into bargaining with the retailer, they decide about

merging their businesses. Thus, two di¤erent vertical structures have to be considered: First,

the retailer negotiates with both independent suppliers simultaneously about the wholesale price,

wi. Second, the retailer enters into negotiation over both wholesale prices, w1 and w2, with the

merged supplier. We assume for all negotiations that renegotiation is not possible. We apply

the asymmetric Nash bargaining solution to solve for the wholesale prices. For that purpose we

have to specify the payo¤s in case of agreement and disagreement. If no agreement is reached

with one supplier i, then the retailer can still sell the other product j to �nal consumers which

gives rise to the pro�t b�j (�). Suppliers have no alternative to selling their products through
the retailer, since the retailer is considered as a local gatekeeper to �nal consumer markets.

Hence, we assume that suppliers�disagreement payo¤ is always zero. Considering �rst separate

suppliers in the upstream market and taking into account the demand of all consumer types and

their share in total population, retailer�s pro�t can be written as

� (pi; pj ; wi; wj ; �) =
2X
i=1

(pi � wi) [�qoi (pi; �) + (1� �) qsi (pi; �)] , (9)

if both products are sold (i.e., p1; p2 � 1). If the retailer fails to achieve an agreement with

supplier i, her pro�t becomes

b�j (pj ; wj;�) = (pj � wj) ��bqoj (pj ; �) + (1� �) qsj (pj ; �)� . (10)

In the case of an upstream merger, the retailer bargains with the merged supplier about the

delivery of both products instead of bargaining with both suppliers separately. Accordingly,

retailer�s disagreement payo¤ is now equal to zero.

Turning to suppliers, the pro�t of each independent supplier i is

'i (wi; �) = wi [�q
o
i (pi; �) + (1� �) qsi (pi; �)] , (11)

while the pro�t of a merged supplier is given by

'm (wi; wj ; �) =
2X
i=1

wi [�q
o
i (pi; �) + (1� �) qsi (pi; �)] . (12)

Let us summarize the game to be solved as follows: In the �rst stage, suppliers decide

whether to merge or not. In the second stage of the game, the retailer bargains either with
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each single supplier independently or with the merged supplier over wholesale prices. Finally,

in the third stage, the retailer sets her prices in �nal consumer markets and consumers make

their shopping decision. We solve the game by backward induction in order to �nd the subgame

perfect equilibria.

3 Analysis

We begin our analysis by deriving the optimal retail prices pi at the retailer�s outlet for given

wholesale prices and upstream supply structure. We then move backward to solve the bargaining

stage in the input markets which allows us to examine suppliers�merger incentives. We limit

our analysis to the case of interior solutions for �o (�) and �si (�).

In the last stage of the game, the retailer sets the prices for both products in the �nal

consumer market. Using (9) together with (4) and (6), focusing on interior solutions for �o (�)

and �si (�) and assuming wi; wj � 1, we obtain the optimal retail prices

p�i (wi) =
1 + wi
2

if wi � wc (13)

with : wc = 2 (1� t)� wj :

Lemma 1. An interior solution for single and one-stop shoppers is always ensured, if t � 1

and wi; wj � 1.

Proof. Obviously, �o (�) > �si (�) : Thus, using (2) and (13), we solve for �o getting

�o (�) = 1

2t
(2� wi � wj)

For an interior solution with �o (�) � 1; t � (2� wi � wj) =2 has to hold. This condition is always

ful�lled for all t � 1:

For reasons of simplicity, we assume in the following that t = 1. In stage two of the game,

wholesale prices are determined according to the Nash bargaining solution, where each nego-

tiating party gets her disagreement payo¤ plus a share of the joint surplus according to her

exogenously given bargaining power. We denote the retailer�s bargaining power by � 2 [0; 1], so

that the suppliers�bargaining power is 1��. Note that we follow the route of Chen (2003) among

others, where buyer power is interpreted as the ability of the retailer to initiate the bargaining

process. Accordingly, a higher value of � mirrors the larger buyer power of the retailer.
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Using (9) and (10) together with (13) we obtain the reduced pro�t functions in the second

stage of game �� (p�i (wi); �) and b��j �p�j (wi); �� for the retailer. Plugging (13) into (11) and (12),
the reduced pro�t functions of the supplier '�i (p

�
i (wi); �) and 'm� (p�i (wi); �) are obtained. The

Nash product of each supplier-retailer pair is given by

Ni :=
�
�� (�)� b��j (�)�� '�i (�)1�� , (14)

when suppliers are separate. Di¤erentiating (14) with respect to wi yields

(1� �)
�
�� (�)� b��j (�)� @'�i (�)@wi

+ �'�i (�)
@�� (�)
@wi

= 0 (15)

for i = 1; 2. In the case of an upstream merger, however, the disagreement payo¤s for both the

retailer and the merged supplier are zero. Thus, the Nash product is given by

Nm := �� (�)� 'm� (�)(1��) : (16)

Di¤erentiating (16) with respect to wi, we get the �rst order condition

(1� �)�� (�) @'
m� (�)
@wi

+ �'m� (�) @�
� (�)
@wi

= 0 (17)

for i = 1; 2. Solving (15) and (17) respectively and imposing symmetry, we obtain the solution

of the Nash bargaining problem if suppliers are separate with

w�i (�) =
(1� �) (1 + �) (1 + 2�)
2 + �(5� � + 2�) :

With merged suppliers we get

wm�i (�) = 1� �
2

:

Comparing w�i (�) to wm�i (�), we derive the following proposition.

Proposition 1 The wholesale price w�i negotiated with an independent supplier always exceeds

the wholesale price wm�i negotiated with a merged supplier, i.e. w�i � wm�i (with equality holding

for � = 0). Furthermore, both wholesale prices are decreasing in �, while w�i is increasing in �

and wm�i is independent of �.

Proof. See Appendix.

Note that without any one-stop shoppers in population and thus in the absence of positive

demand externalities, i.e. � = 0; the negotiated wholesale prices w�i and w
m�
i are equal. This
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implies that the joint pro�t of the retailer with either two separated suppliers or one single

merged supplier is the same. However, if some consumers prefer one-stop shopping, i.e. � > 0;

positive demand externalities occur. The existence of these externalities relies on the agreement

with both suppliers since one-stop shoppers act like single shoppers by buying only one good if

the retailer fails to achieve an agreement with one supplier. In contrast to a merged supplier,

independent suppliers do not internalize the externality from one-stop shopping. Hence, the sum

of joint pro�ts of each supplier-retailer pair exceeds the joint pro�t of the retailer and one merged

supplier. As a consequence, the wholesale prices negotiated with separate suppliers are higher

than those negotiated with merged suppliers, i.e. w�i � wm�i . This implies pi (w�i ) � pi (w
m�
i ).

4 Merger Incentives and Social Welfare

Given suppliers� pro�ts in the duopoly and the merged case, we are now in the position to

evaluate the upstream merger incentives with

	(�) := 'm�� (�)�
2X
i=1

'��i (�) , (18)

where 'm�� (w�i ; �) and '��i (w�i ; �) denote the reduced pro�t functions of the suppliers in the

�rst stage of the game. We posit that suppliers merge, whenever merger incentives, 	(�), are

non-negative.

With � = 0 wholesale prices and thus pro�ts are equal for separate and merged suppliers, i.e.

'm�� (�)j�=0 =
P2
i=1 '

��
i (�)

���
�=0
. For a low share of one-stop shoppers in population, separate

suppliers bene�t from the higher wholesale price w�i compared to w
m�
i . However, the increase

of wholesale prices w�i in � intensi�es the double mark-up problem in downstream markets.

Hence, with a su¢ ciently high share of one-stop shoppers in population, the pro�t of a merged

supplier exceeds the sum of separate suppliers�pro�ts. That is, with increasing wholesale prices

suppliers�share of the total pie is increasing, while the total pie itself is decreasing due to the

strengthened double mark-up problem.

Lemma 2 For � su¢ ciently low, there exists a unique threshold value �k (�) such that '��m
�
�k; �

�
=P2

i=1 '
��
i

�
�k; �

�
. Moreover, �k(0) = 0 and �k is monotonically increasing in �.

Proof. See Appendix.
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Note that the retailer always bene�ts from an upstream merger since merged suppliers inter-

nalize the one-stop shopping externality. In order to estimate the welfare e¤ects of an upstream

merger, we de�ne social welfare as W (�) := � (�) + CS (�) ; where

CS (�) = �

Z �o(�)

0
Uo (�) d�o +

2X
i=1

(1� �)
Z �si (�)

0
U si (�) d�si (19)

denotes consumer surplus and

�(�) = �
2X
i=1

piq
o (�) + (1� �)

2X
i=1

piq
s
i (�) (20)

the industry pro�t. An upstream merger softens the double mark-up problem such that both

consumer surplus and industry pro�ts increase after a merger. We summarize our results in the

following proposition.

Proposition 3 For all � � �k (�) suppliers have an incentive to merge. A supplier merger is

always socially bene�cial. Merger incentives are decreasing in the retailer�s bargaining power �.

Proposition 2 reveals that suppliers�merger incentives depend on the prevalence of one-stop

shopping and the retailer�s bargaining power. If suppliers operate independently and consumers

increasingly prefer one-stop shopping, the double mark-up problem (as already analyzed by

Cournot 1838) becomes more severe. As is well-known, overcoming the double mark-up prob-

lem gives rise to strong merger incentives. However, with increasing buyer power we obtain a

countervailing e¤ect which makes it more likely that suppliers prefer to stay independent. The

reason for this result is twofold: First, an increase in buyer power (i.e., higher values of �)

tends to push wholesale prices down which reduces the double mark-up problem in the case of

independent suppliers. Second, if suppliers face a buyer endowed with bargaining power, then

the joint surplus of independent suppliers tends to become larger compared with the surplus

a single supplier can extract from the retailer. The latter e¤ect depends on one-stop shopping

preferences which imply a similar e¤ect like product complementarity.

If buyer power is absent, one-stop shopping behavior creates merger incentives as analyzed

in Gaudet and Salant (1992) and Deneckere and Davidson (1985) for the case of complementary

products and in Beggs (1994) for the case of one-stop shopping. With increasing bargaining

power of the retailer, the rent shifting motive becomes stronger which creates an o¤-setting
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incentive to stay apart (Horn and Wolinsky 1988a). Our model, therefore, nests those results

as special cases that depend on the prevalence of one-stop shopping behavior and the retailers

bargaining power.

Our analysis is likewise instructive for the assessment of the increasing buyer power of large

retail chains as we obtain the following welfare result:

Proposition 4 An increase in the retailer�s buyer power from �0 to �00 (with �0 < �00) increases

social welfare if suppliers remain merged (i.e. � � �k(�00)) or remain separated (i.e., � < �k(�0)).

An increase in the retailer�s buyer power reduces social welfare if it triggers a separation of

suppliers; i.e., if � � �k(�0) holds before and � < �k(�00) holds after the increase in buyer power.

Buyer tends to counter the double mark-up ine¢ ciency by pushing the wholesale price down.

Buyer power is, therefore, generally desirable. However, this reasoning is only valid if the

upstream market structure does not change. If the increase in buyer power triggers a separation

of suppliers, then welfare is harmed because of the inevitable increase in wholesale prices (see

Proposition 1).

5 Extensions

In this section, we extent our basic model in order to explore retail investments for enhancing

suppliers�merger incentives. We show that the retailer has a strategic incentive to favor one-stop

shoppers because this may induce suppliers to merge their businesses. Furthermore, we check

the robustness of our results vis-à-vis sequential bargaining.

5.1 Promotional Activities

In our basic model we have neglected retailer�s promotion activities. In reality, however, the

retailer invests in physical, ambient and social features of the in-store environment or may pro-

vide conveniences to consumers, like child care, parking facilities, and well-trained service sta¤

(Baker et al. 2002). By these measure, the retailer creates a pleasant store atmosphere providing

consumers with additional utility from shopping by itself which in turn a¤ects consumers�deci-

sion as to how much time and money to spend in the store. But consumers bene�t di¤erently

from those in-store investments or the provision of additional facilities: One-stop shoppers have
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a larger shopping basket and thus spend more time in the retail outlet than single shoppers.

Thus, one-stop shoppers bene�t particularly from an improved atmosphere at the retail outlet.

If we revert to the assumption of one-stop shoppers being family shoppers, we can even assume

that only one-stop shoppers bene�t from child care in retail outlets.

In order to capture the retailer�s incentives to invest into in-store atmosphere, we introduce

an initial stage into our game. In this stage the retailer decides about the level of her in-store

conveniences �. Investment costs c(�) are strictly convex with c0; c00 > 0: Taking child care as

an example, expenditures are supposed to provide only one-stop shoppers with an additional

utility �. Thus, one-stop shoppers�utility can be written as

Uo (�; �) =

8>>>><>>>>:
2 + � �

2P
i=1
pi � �ot if goods i and j are bought

1� pi � �ot if only one good i is bought

0 otherwise,

where � indicates the utility surplus due to the retailer�s investment. Accordingly, the indi¤erent

one-stop shopper is located at

�o (�; pi; pj;�) =
1

t

 
2 + � �

2X
i=1

pi

!
: (21)

Hence, we obtain the following demand function

qoi (�; pi; pj ; �) =

8>>><>>>:
1 if pi � (2 + � � t) =2

�o (�) if (2 + �) =2 > pi � (2 + � � t) =2

0 if pi � (2 + �) =2

(22)

for the one-stop shopper. Since single shoppers are not a¤ected by the investment, their

demand still relies on (4). Accordingly, the retail pro�t is de�ned as

� (pi; wi; �; �; �) =
2X
i=1

(pi � wi (�; �)) [�qoi (�; �) + (1� �) qsi (�)]� c (�) : (23)

If the retailer o¤ers only good i to �nal consumers, one-stop shoppers cannot purchase their

whole shopping basket. This reduces their shopping time such that they become like a single

shopper who does not bene�t from any conveniences provided by the retailer. Thus, retailer�s

disagreement payo¤ is still de�ned as in (10). Supplier pro�ts are given by

'i (wi:�; �) = wi (�; �) [�qoi (�; �) + (1� �) qsi (�)] ; (24)
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if suppliers are separate, and by

'm (wi:wj ; �; �) =
2X
i=1

wi (�; �) [�qoi (�; �) + (1� �) qsi (�)] ; (25)

if suppliers are merged. Again, we limit our analysis to the case of interior solution and symmetric

prices at both the downstream as well as the upstream level.6 Using (23) and maximizing

retailer�s pro�t function with respect to pi; we get the equilibrium price

p�i (�; �) =
(1 + wi)

2
+

��

2 (1 + �)
: (26)

Obviously, downstream prices are increasing in �: Turning to the bargaining stage, we apply

again the Nash Bargaining Solution. Note that the costs of retailer�s investment are already

sunk at the moment of negotiating. Thus, the bargaining outcome relies on

Ni (�; �) :=
�
�� (�; �)� b��j (�)�� '�i (�; �)1�� ; (27)

where �� (�; �) :=
P2
i=1 (p

�
i (�; �)� wi (�; �)) [�qoi (�; �) + (1� �) qsi (�)] denotes the reduced pro�t

function of the retailer and '�i (�; �) denotes the reduced pro�t function of each independent sup-

plier i. Di¤erentiating (27) with respect to wi; the optimal wholesale price w�i (�; �) is implicitly

given by

(1� �)
�
�� (�; �)� b��j (�)� @'�i (�; �)

@wi
+ � '�i (�)

@�� (�; �)
@wi

= 0: (28)

Similarly, if suppliers are merged, the Nash Product is given by

Nm (�; �) := [�� (�; �)]� 'm� (�; �)1�� ; (29)

where 'm� stands for the reduced pro�t function of a merged supplier. Di¤erentiating (29) with

respect to wi, wm�i (�; �) is implicitly de�ned by

(1� �) [�� (�; �)] @'
m� (�; �)
@wi

+ � 'm� (�) @�
� (�; �)
@wi

= 0: (30)

Comparing (28) and (30), we get

Lemma 5 Wholesale prices negotiated with separate suppliers exceed wholesale prices negotiated

with merged suppliers, i.e. w�i (�; �) � wm (�; �) :

6 Interior solution is ensured if both �o (�; pi (�; �) ; �) < 1 and �si (�; pi (�; �) ; �) � 0 hold.
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Proof. See Appendix.

Given the optimal wholesale prices implicitly de�ned in (28) and (30), the reduced pro�t

functions of the supplier are denoted as '��i
�
w�i ; �

k; �
�
and 'm��

�
wm�; �k; �

�
; respectively. Turn-

ing to suppliers�merger incentives, there exists a critical value �k (�) implicitly de�ned by

2X
i=1

'��i

�
w�i ; �

k; �
�
� 'm��

�
wm�; �k; �

�
: (31)

This indicates that suppliers have an incentive to merge their businesses, whenever the retail

investment � is su¢ ciently high, i:e: � > �k (�) :

Lemma 6 With � > �k suppliers have an incentive to merge. The critical value �k (�) is

decreasing in � for all � � b�:
Proof. See Appendix.

The intuition of these results relies on the following fact: By investing � the retailer strength-

ens the positive demand externality between the supplier�s goods since only one-stop shoppers

bene�t from the investment. Accordingly, merger incentives already occur for lower values of �:

This implies that the higher the share of one-stop shoppers and thus �; the less investment is

needed in order to make the suppliers indi¤erent whether to merge or not.

Given the bargaining outcome in intermediate good markets and the decision of suppliers

whether to merge or not, the retailer decides about her investment �: The optimal retail invest-

ments are de�ned by

�� (�) := argmax ���

8<: ��� (w�i (�; �) ; �; �) � � �k (�)

��� (wm�i (�; �) ; �; �) � � �k (�) :
(32)

That is, the retailer invests �� := minfv�; �kg if suppliers have no merger incentives, while she

invests �� := maxf��; �kg otherwise. For later references, we denote �m� (�) as the optimal

retail investment if suppliers are merged and state:

Lemma 7 The optimal retail investment �m� (�) is strictly increasing in �:

Proof. See Appendix.

The retailer may have an incentive to deviate from the investment strategies above. By

exaggerating the optimal investment �� (�) ; the retailer is able to force her suppliers to merge.
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Figure 1: Overinvestment, � = 0:1; t = 1

Thus, there exists a maximal investment level �max that is de�ned by

� (p�i ; w
�
i ; �; �

�; �) � � (p�i ; w
m�
i ; �; �max; �) ; (33)

where the retailer is indi¤erent of whether negotiating with both separate suppliers under optimal

investment �� or negotiating with a merged supplier under excessive investment �max (see Figure

1): Accordingly, we can de�ne two critical values �0 and �00 which are implicitly given by

�k
�
�0; �
�
� �max

�
�0; �
�

(34)

and

�k
�
�00; �

�
� �m�

�
�00; �

�
(35)

implying

Proposition 8 In the interval [�0; �00]; the retailer excessively invests, i.e. � = �k > �m�; in

order to induce suppliers to merge.

Proof. See Appendix.

5.2 Sequential Bargaining

In this section we relax the assumption of simultaneous bargaining and assume sequential bar-

gaining between the retailer and her suppliers. By this, we aim at exploring the impact of
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di¤erent negotiation structures on the bargaining outcome and �nally on the merger incentives.

Thus, the analysis serves as a robustness check.

Let supplier i be the �rst to negotiate with the retailer. Given that the bargaining outcome

with supplier i is public information, the retailer negotiates subsequently with supplier j: Due

to the sequential bargaining structure, it turns out that ew�j is a function of ewi; i.e. ewj ( ewi) :
By using backward induction we �rst solve for the bargaining outcome between the retailer and

supplier j: The disagreement payo¤ of the retailer is determined by the negotiation outcome

with supplier i (see 10) such that the Nash Product is given by

eNj := [�� (�)� b�i (wi; �)]� '�j (�)1�� : (36)

Di¤erentiating (36) with respect to wj , the optimal wholesale price ew�j (wi; �; �) is implicitly
given by

(1� �) [�� (�)� b�i (wi; �)] @'�j (�)
@wj

+ � '�j (�)
@�� (�)
@wj

= 0: (37)

Given this result, we turn to the negotiation between retailer and supplier i that refers to

eNi := ��� (�)� b��j (�)�� '�i (�)1�� : (38)

Di¤erentiating (38) with respect to wi; the optimal wholesale price ew�i (�; �) is given by
(1� �)

�
�� (�)� b��j (�)� d'�i (�)

dwi
+ �'�i (�)

d
�
�� (�)� b��j (�)�

dwi
= 0: (39)

Looking at comparative statics for ew�j in ew�i and comparing (37) and (39), we get:
Lemma 9 The wholesale price negotiated with the �rst supplier does always exceed the wholesale

price negotiated with the second supplier, i.e. ew�i > ew�j : Furthermore, ew�j is decreasing in � and
increasing in �:

Proof. See Appendix

Again, wholesale prices for both suppliers remain equal if all consumers are single shoppers,

i.e. � = 0: However, with � > 0, we get that the �rst supplier i can extract more rent than the

second supplier j, such that ew�i > ew�j : In sequential bargaining, supplier 1 can take advantage
of her �rst mover position by increasing her own wholesale price and in turn squeezing her

rival�s wholesale price. Taking into account the di¤erent outcomes under both simultaneous and

sequential bargaining in intermediate goods markets, we get ew�i > w�i > ew�j > wm�:
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Given these outcomes in intermediate good markets, we turn again to suppliers�merger

incentives. Therefore, we implicitly de�ne a critical value e�k (�)
'm�

�e�k; �� � 2X
i=1

'�i

�e�k; �� ;
where suppliers are indi¤erent of whether to merge or not. Since ew�i > w�i merger incentives

occur at a lower level of � than in the case of simultaneous bargaining. Summarizing our results,

we get

Proposition 10 Under sequential bargaining, merger incentives are more pronounced than un-

der simultaneous bargaining, i.e. �k (�) > e�k (�).
6 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that shopping behavior may have important implications for both

the supplier-retailer relationship as well as the strategic behavior at the upstream and down-

stream level of a vertically related industry. If consumers prefer to bundle their purchases in

order to economize their shopping time, positive demand externalities arise. Since separate

suppliers do not internalize these externalities, upstream merger incentives become stronger the

more consumers prefer to bundle their purchases.

However, considering the distribution of bargaining power between the retailer and her sup-

pliers, we �nd that standard results concerning merger incentives and the competitive e¤ects

of mergers fail to hold. The more bargaining power the retailer has, the less likely a merger

becomes at the upstream level. As has been shown by Horn and Wolinsky (1988a) for the

case of complementary goods, suppliers want to counter the retailer�s bargaining power by ne-

gotiating separately. Accordingly, upstream consolidation does not necessarily constitute the

best response to downstream bargaining power when consumers have preferences for one-stop

shopping.

We also show that upstream mergers imply lower wholesale prices such that they are always

socially bene�cial. Therefore, competition authorities are well advised to take a retailer�s coun-

tervailing power into account when deciding about mergers between upstream suppliers. With

regard to the assessment of the increasing buyer power of large retail chains, our analysis gives

18



a rather mixed picture: For a given upstream market structure increasing buyer power tends to

lower wholesale prices which is desirable both from a consumer and a social welfare perspective.

However, suppliers may respond to increasing buyer power by separating their business, which

raises wholesale prices and unfolds detrimental e¤ects on consumers and overall social welfare.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. For � = 0 or � = 1, it is easy to check that wholesale prices do not

depend on the supply structure. However, with � > 0; we get that w�i > wm�i since

wm�i (�) � w�i (�),
1� �
2

� (1� �) (1 + �) (1 + 2�)
2 + � [5� � + 2�] (40)

, (1 + 2�+ �) (1� �)�
4 + 2� (5� � + 2�) > 0.

Turning to comparative statics, wm�i is obviously decreasing in � and independent of �: In turn,

the comparative static of w�i in � and � is given by

@w�i
@�

=
(1� �)

�
1 + 2(2� �)�2 + 4�+ �

�
[2 + �(5� � + 2�)]2

> 0 and (41)

@w�i
@�

= � 2(1 + �)3(1 + 2�)

[2 + �(5� � + 2�)]2
< 0: (42)

Proof of Lemma 2. Employing (18) and solving

'm��
�
�k; �

�
�

2X
i=1

'��i

�
�k; �

�
(43)

for �k (�) ; we get

�k(�) =
1� (10� �) � �

q
1 + �

�
12 + �

�
6� 20� + �2

��
4(3� � 1) . (44)

Setting � = 0, gives �k(0) = 0. Finally, taking the derivative of �k with respect to �, we obtain

@�k

@�
=
9 + 24� � 30�2 + 32�3 � 3�4 + [7� � (2� 3�)] 

4(1� 3�)2 
(45)

with  :=
q
1 + �

�
12 + �

�
6� 20� + �2

��
. Since @�k=@� is strictly positive for the considered

parameter range, �k is monotonically increasing in �:

Proof of Lemma 3. In order to prove Lemma 3, we have to show that

(1� �)
�
�� (�; �)� b��j (�)� @'�i (�; �)@wi

����
wi=wm�i

+ �'�i (�; �)
@�� (�; �)
@wi

����
wi=wm�i

> 0: (46)

Assuming symmetry and using (30), we get

�'�m (�)
@�� (�; �)
@wi

= � (1� �)�� (�; �) @'
m� (�; �)
@wi

(47)
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such that

�'�i (�; �)
@�� (�; �)
@wi

����
wi=wm�i

= �(1� �)
2

�� (�; �) @'
m� (�; �)
@wi

����
wi=wm�i

: (48)

Hence, we can rewrite (46) getting

�
�� (�; �)� b��j (�)� @'�i (�; �)

@wi

����
wi=wm�i

>
1

2
�� (�; �) @'

m� (�; �)
@wi

����
wi=wm�i

: (49)

Since �� (�) � b��j (�) � �� (�) =2 and @'�i (�; �) =@wihold; inequality (49) is ful�lled and it follows

that w� (�; �) > wm� (�; �).

Proof of Lemma 4. In order to prove Lemma 4, we have to show that there exists ab�k (�; �) that is de�ned by
�'

�b�k; �� � 0:
For su¢ ciently low � it holds that �' (�)j�=0 = 0; �' (�)j�=1 > 0 and @2�'=@�2 > 0: Hence,

there exists a b�k (�; �; �) 2 [0; 1] such that �'
�b�k; �� � 0: Accordingly, there exists a �k =

1=b�k (�) : If � > �k; merger incentives are positive. However, this only holds for � < �k de�ned

by b�k ��; �k; �� � 1:
Turning to comparative statics, we have to show that

d�k

d�
= �@�' (�) =@�

@�' (�) =@� < 0

with �' (�) : = 'm�
�
wm�; �k; �

�
�

2X
i=1

'�i

�
w�i ; �

k; �
�
.

Note �rst that, using @2�'=@�2 > 0 due to w�i (�; �) � wm (�; �) (see Lemma 3), there exists a

unique b�1 implicitly de�ned by
@�' (�)
@�

� 0:

Similarly, using @�'=@�j�=0 = 0 because of w�i j�=0 = wm�i j�=0 and @�'=@�j�=1 > 0 because

of w�i j�=1 = wm�i j�=1we can de�ne a b�2 that is given by
b�2 (�; �) := max f�j @�' (�) =@� = 0g :

Thus, we can de�ne a b� (�) = maxnb�1; b�2o ; whereas for all � > b� (�) it holds that @�' (�) =@� >
0 and @�' (�) =@� > 0: Hence, d�k=d� < 0 holds for all � > b� := maxfb�1 (�; �) ; b�2 (�; �)g:
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Proof of Lemma 5. Solving (32) for � � �k (�), we get

�m =
(1� �) [1 + � (1 + �)]

2 (1 + �)
:

Di¤erentiating �m with respect to �; we get

@�m

@�
=
(1� �) �
2 (1 + �)2

> 0:

Proof of Proposition 4. In order to prove Proposition 4, we have to show that b�k (�; �) >b� := maxfb�1 (�; �) ; b�2 (�; �)g: Due to the properties of �' (�) ; it is obvious that b�1 (�; �) <b�k (�; �) : Turning to b�2 (�; �) ; we can numerically show that sign[@�' (�) =@�j�'=0] > 0 and

therefore b�2 (�; �) < b�k (�; �) : Thus, �k is strictly decreasing in � for all � � b�k (�; �) : Secondly,
we use that �m� is increasing in �: Since �max is always higher than �m�; there exists an interval

[�0; �00]; where the retailer excessively invests.

Proof of Lemma 6. Using concavity of the Nash Bargaining Solution, i.e. @2 eNj=@w2j < 0
and @2 eNj=@wj@wi < 0 for all ewj < ewc; we get

d ew�j
d ewi = �@

2 eNj=@wj@wi
@2 eNj=@2wj < 0 for all ewj < ewc:

Note that ewj < ewc is always ful�lled in equilibrium .Turning to comparative statics in � and

�; we di¤erentiate (37) again with respect to � getting @2 eNj=@wj@� < 0; and with respect to �
getting @2 eNj=@wj@� > 0.

In order to prove ew�i > ew�j , we use (39) that has to be positive at ewi = ewj : Rearranging
terms yields

(1� �)
�
�� (�)� b��j ( ewj (1; �) ; �)� d'�i (�)

d ewi
���� ewi= ewj

> ��'�i (�)
@
�
�� (�)� b��j ( ewj (1; �) ; �)�

@ ewi
����� ewi= ewj :

Using (37) and

�'�i (�)
@
�
�� (�)� b��j ( ewj (1; �) ; �)�

@ ewi
����� ewi= ewj = �'�j (�)

@ [�� (�)� b��i ]
@ ewj

���� ewi= ewj ;
we get
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�
�� (�)� b��j ( ewj (1; �) ; �)� �@'�i (�)@wi

+
@'�i (�)
@ ewj @ ewj

@wi

����� ewi= ewj
> [�� (�)� b�i (wi; �)] @'�j (�)

@ ewj
This inequality is ful�lled since

b�i (wi; �) > b��j ( ewj (1; �) ; �) ; @'�i (�)
@wi

���� ewi= ewj =
@'�j (�)
@ ewj and

@'�i (�)
@ ewj ;

@ ewj
@wi

< 0:

Thus, we get that b��j (�) < b�i (wi; �) implying that ew�i > ew�j .
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